








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































33 10 Final Drive  E32 / E34

Oil grade, refer to Operating Fluids

Oil fill quantity for transmission type M (188) a) approx. ltr. 1.7

Oil fill quantity for transmission type G b) approx. ltr. 1.9

a) side cover with 6 screws

b) side cover with 8 screws

TD  Final Drive , E34, E32 BMW AG - TIS 14.09.2006  15:49
Issue status (02/2004) Valid only until next CD is issued Copyright Page  - 1 -



33 12 Crown wheel with pinion and bearing (Type K, M, G) 

Type Thread Tightening specification Measure

1AZ  Crown wheel on final drive housing

Always replace screws, ensuring
screws are free of oil and grease,
then secure screws with Loctite 270

All M10  

Jointing torque 50 + 3
Nm

Torque angle 40 + 3 °

All M12 x 1.5

Jointing torque 100 + 10
Nm

Torque angle 50 + 5 °

All M14 x 1.5

Jointing torque 100 + 10
Nm

Torque angle 30 + 4 °

2AZ  Input flange to drive pinion  

Type K (Side cover with 4 bolts);
min.

M20 175 Nm

Type M (Side cover with 6 bolts);
min.

M20 185 Nm

Type G (Side cover with 8 bolts);
min.

M22 210 Nm

AZD  Crown wheel with pinion and bearing (Type K, M, G) BMW AG - TIS 14.09.2006  15:53
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33 00 Final Drive, general 

thread tightening specification

Designations  

Type K = Side cover with 4 screws  

Type M = Side cover with 6 screws  

Type G = Side cover with 8 screws  

168 / 168 / 215 / 220 compact =
without side cover
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33 21 Output Shaft 

Type Thread Tightening specification Measure

1AZ  Output shaft to final drive unit and
drive flange

 

Fillister head bolt All M10 83 Nm

with locking teeth All M10 Replace bolts and
washers

96 Nm

All M12 110 Nm

Torx bolt All M10 83 Nm

with ribbed teeth

Color: BLACK

All M10 100 Nm

All M8 64 Nm

with ribbed teeth

Color: SILVER

All M10 Replace screws 80 Nm

All M8 52 Nm

with ribbed teeth All M12 135 Nm

AZD  Output Shaft BMW AG - TIS 15.08.2006  16:52
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33 11 Rear Differential Case with Cover 

Type Thread Tightening specification Measure

1AZ  Case Covers All M10 8.8 45 Nm

All M10 10.9 90 Nm

E60 / E65 /
E66

M10x75
10.9

110 Nm

E63 / E64 M10x75
10.9

90 Nm

E60 / E63 /
E64 / E65 /
E66

M10x25
10.9

90 Nm

E85 M10 8.8 55 Nm

E83 M10 10.9 55 Nm

2AZ  Side bearing cap (insert into through
bore-holes only new coated screws
or screws with Loctite 270)

Differential designations

Type M, G M8 22 Nm

Type K M8 Jointing torque 10 + 2
Nm

Torque angle 40 + 5 °

3AZ  Oil fill and drain plug

with sealing ring

All 65 Nm

4AZ  Drive flange, right E34 / Four
Wheel Drive

M10 59 Nm

5AZ  Drive flange, left

(always replace screws)

E34 / Four
Wheel Drive

M14 x 1.5 Jointing torque 90 Nm

Torque angle 100 + 4 °

6AZ  Oil cooler connection to rear
differential

E31 35 Nm

7AZ  Union nuts pipe oil cooler E31 17 Nm

8AZ  Vibration damper on bracket All 77 Nm

9AZ  Oil filler and drain plugs with O-ring All 60 Nm

AZD  Rear Differential Case with Cover BMW AG - TIS 14.09.2006  15:50
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33 12 ... Basic rules for setting contact pattern - Gleason gears

A Correct tooth pattern without load

A1 Under load, the contact pattern moves slightly outwards.

Moving the ring gear will mainly change the backlash, but will also displace the contact pattern in longitudinal
direction of the teeth. Moving the drive pinion will displace the contact pattern in favor of tooth height, but the
backlash will be altered just very slightly.

Here are the four basically incorrect contact patterns, which usually occur in combination. Knowing these patterns
will facilitate making adjustments.

1. High, narrow contact pattern (tip contact) on ring gear. 

Move drive pinion toward ring gear shaft and perhaps correct backlash by backing ring gear off of drive pinion.

2. Deep, narrow contact pattern (root contact) on ring gear.

Move drive pinion away from ring gear shaft and perhaps correct backlash by moving in ring gear.

3. Short contact pattern on small tooth end (toe contact) of ring gear.

Move ring gear away from drive pinion. Maybe move pinion closer to ring gear shaft.

4. Short contact pattern on large tooth end (heel contact) of ring gear.

Move ring gear toward drive pinion. Perhaps back drive pinion away from ring gear shaft.

RA  Basic rules for setting contact pattern - Gleason gears BMW AG - TIS 15.08.2006  16:37
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33 14 593 Dismantling and assembling limited slip
differential (Type K) - final drive removed -

Removing limited-slip differential,
refer to 33 14 520

Unscrew case cover mounting bolts.
Take off case cover.

Carefully allow the components to slide out of the housing.

1) Housing cover

2) Plate spring

3) Thrust washer

4) Plate spring

5) Outer disc

6) Inner disc

7) Compression ring

8) Differential side gear

9) Final drive gears with differential shafts

10) Final drive housing

RA  Dismantling and assembling limited slip differential (Type K) - final drive remo BMW AG - TIS 14.09.2006  15:40
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Check all parts for wear, 
e.g. molybdenum coating, gears.

Installation:
Lubricate all parts with approved final drive oil before
assembling.

Install following parts in correct installed order to measure the
preload:
Outer plates (5), inner plates (6), thrust rings (7), differential side
gears (8) and differential gears with differential shafts (9).
Measure dimension A from edge of housing to outer disc, e.g. A
= 10.8 mm.

Measure dimension B on cover, e.g. B = 6.8 mm.

Place both diaphragm spring curved surfaces together.
Measure dimension C on the plate springs, e.g. C = 3.6 mm.
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To ensure that the plate springs are not block-preloaded,
installation clearance of 0.1 ... 0.4 mm is required.
Example:
B (cover) 6.8 mm
C (plate spring) 3.6 mm
A (housing) 10.8 mm
Sum total of B + C 10.4 mm
Installation clearance D 0.4 mm
Correct any deviation in installed clearance D by installing outer
plates of correct thickness.

Remove all parts from case and insert with the additional parts,
diaphragm springs (2) and thrust washers (3). Mount case cover
(1) and press on firmly, but do not bolt.
The preload of small diaphragm springs (2) should produce an
uniform gap all around (check with feeler gage blade).
If there is no clearance between cover and case, check
diaphragm springs (2) and thrust washers (3).

Installation:
Diaphragm spring (2) with inside curved surface facing
differential shaft (up).
Insert thrust washer (3) with oil pockets facing up to
differential shaft.
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Installation:
Insert diaphragm spring (4) with inside curved surface facing
differential shaft and outer plate (5) with four tabs. Insert
moybdenum coated inner plate (6) and thrust ring (7).

Installation:
Install differential side gear (8) by turning into guides or
splines of inner plate.

Install differential gears with shafts (9) and a second differential
side gear (8).

Installation:
Install thrust ring (7), molybdenum coated inner plate (6) and
outer plate (5).

Insert diaphragm spring (4) with inside curved surface facing
differential shaft (down).

Installation:
Install diaphragm spring (2) with inside curved surface facing
up and thrust washer (3) with oil pockets facing up in case
cover, using grease.

RA  Dismantling and assembling limited slip differential (Type K) - final drive remo BMW AG - TIS 14.09.2006  15:40
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Installation:
Mount case cover with washers (being careful that washers
do not slide out).
Install bolts with Loctite No. 270 and tighten cover uniformly.
Tightening torque, refer to Technical Data

Check slip torque of limited slip differential, refer to Technical
Data,
with one secured rear wheel and one driven rear wheel.
Make up tool locally for this purpose by, for example, welding a
nut on a drive flange which is no longer required.

RA  Dismantling and assembling limited slip differential (Type K) - final drive remo BMW AG - TIS 14.09.2006  15:40
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33 14 593 Dismantling and reassembling limited slip
differential (Type M) - rear axle removed - 

Removing limited-slip differential,
refer to Replacing complete limited-slip differential
33 14 520

Unscrew case cover mounting bolts.
Take off case cover.

Carefully allow components to slide out of housing.

Installation:
Check all parts for wear, e.g. molybdenum coating, gear and
spline teeth.

Installation:
Lubricating all parts before assembly with approved grade of
final drive oil. 
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1 Housing cover

2 Thrust washer

3 Plate spring

4 Lug disc

5 Spacer

6 Plate spring

7 Outer disc

8 Inner disc

9 Compression ring

10 Differential side gear

11 Differential gears with differential shafts

12 Differential housing

Install following parts in correct installed order to measure the
preload:
Spacer disc (5), outer discs (7), inner discs (8), compression
rings (9), rear axle shaft gears (10) and differential bevel gears
and differential shafts (11).
Measure dimension A from edge of housing to outer disc, e.g. A
= 19.5 mm.

Measure dimension B on cover, e.g. B = 14.4 mm.
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Place both diaphragm spring curved surfaces together.
Measure dimension C on the plate springs, e.g. C = 4.8 mm.

To ensure that the plate springs are not block-preloaded,
installation clearance of 0.1 ... 0.4 mm is required.

B (cover) 14.4 mm

C (plate spring) 4.8 mm
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A (housing) 19.2 mm

Total of B + C 19.2 mm

Installation clearance D 0.3 mm

Correct any deviation in installed clearance D by installing
outer plates of correct thickness.

Remove all parts from the housing and install with additional
parts: thrust washers (2), plate springs (3) and lug discs (4).
Mount case cover (12) and press on firmly, but do not bolt.
The preload on the small plate spring (3) should create an even
gap all round (check with feeler gauge).
If there is no gap between cover and housing, check plate
springs (3), thrust washers (2) and lug discs (4).

Installation:
Thrust washer (2), with oil pockets facing the housing
(downwards).

Diaphragm spring (3) with inside curved surface facing differential
shaft (up).
The smooth side of the lug disc (4) faces the plate spring
(downwards), the lug engages in the guide in the housing.

Install spacer disc (5), plate spring (6) with internal bulge facing
differential shaft, outer disc (7) with the 4 lugs, then insert
molybdenum-coated inner disc (8).

Install compression ring (9) and differential side gear (10) by
twisting into the guide and/or spline of the inner disc.
Installing differential gears with shafts (11), second differential
side gear (10) and compression ring (9).
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Installing molybdenum-coated inner disc (8) and outer disc (7).
Insert diaphragm spring (6) with inside curved surface facing
differential shaft (down).

Install thrust washer (2) with oil packet facing cover,  plate spring
(3) with inner bulge facing outwards and lug disc (4) with smooth
side facing plate spring and lug in groove of housing cover with
grease  in housing cover.

Fit housing cover with washers (do not allow lug disc to slide out
of groove).
Install screws with Loctite No. 270 and tighten down cover
evenly.

Installation:
For tightening torque, refer to Technical Data

Check slip torque, refer to Technical Data
of limited slip differential at (a) stationary and (b) driven 
differential side gear.
Make up tool locally for this purpose by, for example, welding a
nut on a drive flange which is no longer required.
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33 11 ... Final drive E 32/E 34 (Type M)

Note:
Replacement/repair

Unscrew front transmission suspension carrier plate.

Installation:
Mount carrier plate again after repairing.
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 17 5AZ.

Bracket for rear transmission suspension is mounted in the
transmission cover with both long bolts.

Installation:
Secure bracket to cover.
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 17 5AZ.

Locate final drive in assembly frame with special tool
33 1 010/030 (locating bracket).
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33  Final drive: Assignment to model series

Model
series

Engine/displacement Final
drive

Remark

E36 M41, M42, M43, M44, M50 B20, M52
B20, CNG (gas)

168N

E36/7 M43 B18/B19, M44 B19, M52 B20 168N From 1.04.98 these cars with sports
suspension are equipped with the
188N final drive with Torsen
differential lock

E36 M50 B25, M51, M52 B23/B28 188N

S50 210 with differential lock

E36/7 M52 B25/B28, M54 188N

E36/7 S54 188 with differential lock

E38 M52, M51, M62 B35 188K

M62 B40, M57, M67, M73 220K

E39 M52, M57 B25, M62 B35 188K

S62 215 with differential lock

M57 B30, M62 B40 220K

E46 M43, M52 B20, M54 B22 A 168K

M52 B23/B28, M54 B22/B30, M47, M57
B25

188K

S54 210 with variable M differential lock

M57 B30 215K

E46/16 M54, M57 188K

E52 S62 220K

E53 M54, M57, M62 188K

N => normal drive

K => compact drive
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33 14 ... Limited-slip differential 25% locking value

The limited-slip differential is designated on the housing or
on the type plate with an "S".

A limited-slip differential has the following advantages:

a) Wheel slip when leaving the ground while driving over
uneven ground is prevented.

b) With varying levels of traction / grip, wheel slip is prevented
when setting off.

c) When cornering at high speed, the nearside wheel does not
spin.

d) The wheels do not spin on wet surfaces and at high
roadspeeds.

e) The risk of slipping at high speed on variable road surfaces
is reduced substantially.

Function check while installed:

a) Flat workshop floor.

b) Drive left wheel of vehicle onto special tool 33 1 450.

c) Fully release handbrake.
d) Engage 1st gear and run engine up to speed.

e) The limited-slip differential is functioning correctly if the
vehicle can be driven off the special tool 33 1 450.

Caution!
Slowly drive out of the fixture.
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33 12 526 Replacing bearing for drive pinion
(Type K) - final drive removed -

Remove final drive,
refer to 33 10 010.

Secure final drive to special tool 33 1 010.
Drain off fluid.
Take off case cover.

Installation:
Replace seal. Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 1AZ.

Topping up oil. Oil fill quantity,
refer to Technical Data.
Oil grades,
refer to BMW Service Operating Fluids.

Press off drive flange with pry bar.

Installation:
Before fitting the drive flange, the round wire circlip (1) must
be placed in the groove of the differential housing in such a
way that both ends of the round wire circlip are recessed.

This prevents lateral bending of the ring.
Press in drive flange by hand and turn slightly until wire snap ring
is heard to engage.
Replace stretched snap rings.
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Punch mark both bearing caps. 
Unfasten screws on both bearing covers and remove bearing
covers (turn if necessary, because the sealing ring grips firmly -
suction).

Caution!
Do not mix up bearing caps and spacers.

Secure spacers on bearing cap with a piece of wire, if necessary.

Installation:
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ.

With shims (1), the axial preload of the differential bearing (4000
N) and the torsional face runout of the crown and bevel gear is
set.
(2) = O-ring

Remove complete differential case.

Caution!
Do not bend the pulse generator wheel.

Remove lockplate.
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Brace input flange with special tool 23 0 020 and unfasten
collar nut.

Remove input flange with special tool 33 1 150.
The specified friction torque level is indicated for the new bearing,

refer to Technical Data.
The friction torque of the old bearings no longer needs to be
measured.

Press out drive pinion.

Caution!
Be careful not to damage threads.

Extract front outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 350.
(1) = Spreader
(2) = Outer bearing race front
(3) = Puller bell housing
(4) = Pressure bolt
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Remove rear outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 351
/ 356 / 362 /  363.

Caution!
The shim (X) is located below the rear outer bearing race.

This is needed again to adjust the block dimension.
Measure and note down thickness of shim (X) e.g. X = 4.10 mm.

Install old shim (X) in front of rear outer bearing race.
Draw in new outer bearing races with special tool 33 1  373
/ 365 / 362 / 363 / 354.

Pull bevel gear roller bearings off drive pinion with special tool
33 1 300.

Press new taper roller bearing onto drive pinion using special tool
33 1 020.

Caution!
Always only use same make bearings for both.
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To determine the correct shim (X), the drive pinion is installed
with new taper roller bearings and no clamping bush.

Install drive pinion in the rear bearing outer race.
Draw front taper roller bearing onto drive pinion with special tool
23 1 300 in conjunction with a spacer bush.

Mount input flange.
By carefully tightening down the collar nut, adjust friction torque
of input taper roller bearing to 250 Ncm.

Caution!
When tightening down, keep checking friction torque with
special tool 00 2 000 at regular intervals.
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Secure dial gauge in special tool 33 1 481.
Fit special tool 33 1 481 with dial gauge on special tool
33 1 482 and set dial gauge preload to zero.
Fitting special tool 33 1 482 to drive pinion.
Install special tool 33 1 481 in housing.
Read value (Y) and note down e.g. Y = 1.92 mm.

Example:

C = 9.02 mm (basic adjustment dimension for all Type K final drives)

B = 7.00 mm (special tool 33 1 482)

- / +e = number from taper e.g. +e 10

Y = measured distance e.g. 1.92 mm

X = old shim e.g. 4.10 mm

A = Thickness of correct shim

Determination of correct shim:
C nominal = C + e = 9.02 mm + 0.10 mm = 9.12 mm

C actual = B + Y = 7.00 mm + 1.92 mm = 8.92 mm

D (difference) = C nominal - C actual = 9.02 mm - 8.92 mm = +0.20 mm

A = X - D = 4.10 mm - (+0.20 mm) = 3.90 mm

The correct thickness for the shim is 3.90 mm. 

Caution!

If the difference (D) is positive, the old shim was this much too thick.
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If the difference (D) is negative, the old shim was this much too thin.

The permitted tolerance for the shim (A) is derived from the available shim gauges which range from
0.01 ... 0.03 mm.

After determining the shim thickness (x), remove drive pinion.

Caution!
Note make of bearings - this is required to determine the
friction torque.

Remove rear outer bearing race and install with a shim (x) of the
appropriate thickness.

Install drive pinion with a new clamping sleeve (2).

Immerse shaft seal in final drive oil and drive in flush with special
tool 33 1 430 in conjunction with special tool 00 5 500.
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Press-fit input flange to the input shaft using special tool
23 1 300 but do not tighten down.
The axial preload force of drive pinion bearings (5000 N) can be
determined with help of the friction torque.

Gradually tighten down input flange with collar nut, measuring
friction torque at regular intervals.

Measure friction torque with special tool 00 2 000 and suitable
socket adapter.
refer to Technical Data.

Caution!
The relation between friction torque and preload force differs
depending on the make of bearings.

Refer to pinion bearing table for specified friction torque, refer to
Technical Data, and add 20 Ncm for the new shaft seal.

Install final drive, install side cover after marking with the
appropriate washers (1) and install new 0-rings (2). Tighten
screws down evenly. Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ.
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Backlash/Tooth Contact Pattern Adjustment 
Secure special tool 00 2 500 (dial gauge holder) and measure
torsional face runout,
refer to Technical Data.

Caution!
The tooth contact pattern is always most important for a
perfectly adjusted pinion/crown wheel.

To check the tooth contact pattern, coat the crown wheel teeth
with printer's ink, turn in both directions several times and stop
crown wheel suddenly with a piece of hard wood.

Correction to torsional face runout and contact pattern is
performed by altering the thicknesses of both shims (1).
If backlash is too great, install a thinner shim on the crown wheel
end.
If backlash is too small, use a thicker shim on the crown wheel
end.
Axial displacement of the crown wheel of 0.01 mm signifies a
change in tooth flank clearance of 0.0076 mm.

Caution!
The total of both shim thicknesses must not be altered.

If a thicker or thinner shim to those fitted is required to adjust the
contact pattern, the overall thickness must be re-established with
a second shim. Failure to do this would alter the friction torque of
the bearing.
Determining friction torque of differential bearings, refer to
Replacing differential bearings, 
refer to 33 11 731.

Tooth contact pattern adjustment,
refer to 33 12 ... Basic rules for tooth contact pattern
adjustment.
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Extract old shaft seal with special tool 00 5 010 in conjunction
with pressure piece.

Dip new shaft seals in final drive gear lube.
Drive in shaft seals with special tool 33 3 460 (impact bush) in
conjunction with special tool 00 5 500 up to stop.
Replace drive flange if the bearing surface is seriously scored.

Installation:
Drive in new retaining plate with special tool 33 4 050 and
special tool 00 5 500 (handle).
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33 12 526 Replacing bearing for input bevel gear
(Type M) - final drive removed -

Removing final drive, included in MF (microfiche) Repair
Instructions, model-dependent, from '85,
refer to 33 10 010.

Secure final drive to special tool 33 1 010.
Drain off fluid. Take off case cover.

Installation:
Replace seal.
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 1AZ.
Topping up oil,
Oil quantity, 
refer to Technical Data.
Oil grades,
refer to Operating Fluids specifications.

Press off drive flange with pry bar.

Installation:
Before fitting the drive flange, the round wire circlip (1) must
be placed in the groove of the differential housing in such a
way that both ends of the round wire circlip are recessed.

This prevents lateral bending of the ring.
Press in drive flange by hand and turn slightly until wire snap ring
is heard to engage.
Replace stretched snap rings.
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Punch mark both bearing caps.
Unfasten screws on both bearing covers and remove bearing
covers (turn if necessary, because the sealing ring grips firmly -
suction).

Caution!
Do not mix up bearing caps and spacers.

Secure spacers on bearing cap with a piece of wire, if necessary.

Installation:
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ.

Shims (1) are used to adjust axial preload force of final drive
mounting (4000 N) and torsional face runout of crown wheel and
bevel gear.
(2) O-ring

Remove complete differential case.

Caution!
Do not bend the pulse generator wheel.

Lift out lockplate (1).
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Brace input flange with special tool 23 0 020 and unfasten
collar nut.

Remove input flange with special tool 33 1 150.
The specified friction torque level is indicated for the new
bearings, 
refer to Technical Data.
The friction torque of the old bearings no longer needs to be
measured.

Press out drive pinion.

Caution!
Be careful not to damage threads.

Extract front outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 350.
(1) Spreader
(2) Front bearing outer race
(3) Puller bell housing
(4) Pressure bolt
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Remove rear outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 360
/ 361 / 362 / 363 / 356.

Caution!
Shim (X) is located underneath the rear bearing outer race.

This is needed again to adjust the block dimension.

Install old shim (X) in front of the rear bearing outer race.
Draw in outer bearing races with special tool 33 1 360 / 362
/ 363 / 365 / 354 / 373.

Pull bevel gear roller bearings off drive pinion with special tool
33 1 300.

Caution!
Do not damage taper: Insert aluminium jaws or wooden
blocks.

Press-fit new taper roller bearing to the drive pinion with special
tool 33 1 020 (sleeve).

Caution!
Always only use same make bearings for both.
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Install the drive pinion with new tapered roller bearings, but
without a clamping sleeve, to determine the correct thickness of
shim (X).

Install drive pinion in the rear bearing outer race.
Pull front taper roller bearing onto the drive pinion with special
tool 23 1 300 in conjunction with a spacer bush.

Mount input flange.
By carefully tightening down the collar nut, adjust friction torque
of input taper roller bearing to 250 Ncm.

Caution!
When tightening down, keep checking friction torque with
special tool 00 2 000 at regular intervals.
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Block Distance of Drive Pinion
Secure dial gauge in special tool 33 1 461.
Fit special tool 33 1 461 with dial gauge on special tool
33 1 462 and set dial gauge preload to zero.

Fit special tool 33 1 462 to drive pinion.
Install special tool 33 1 461 in housing.
Determine value Y:
Basic distance C = 11.50 mm
Gage thickness B = 9.50 mm

Examples for Determination of Correct Shim Thickness (X)
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Example I:

C 11.50 mm

e + 0.10 mm

C nominal 11.60 mm

Y measured on dial gage 1.90 mm

+ gage thickness B 9.50 mm

C actual 11.40 mm

C nominal 11.60 mm

C actual - 11.40 mm

a 0.20 mm

Master disc A 4.10 mm

- a 0.20 mm

Thickness of shim (X) 3.90 mm

If C nominal is greater than C actual, "a" is subtracted from
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thickness of shim (X).

Example II:

C 11.50 mm

e - 0.10 mm

C nominal 11.40 mm

Y measured on dial gage 2.20 mm

+ master disc thickness 9.50 mm

C actual 11.70 mm

C nominal 11.70 mm

C actual - 11.50 mm

a 0.20 mm

Master disc A 3.90 mm

- a 0.20 mm

Thickness of shim (X) 4.10 mm
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If C nominal is less than C actual, "a" on the shim ring (x) is
added to the value.

The permitted tolerance for dimension (x) is derived from the
gage steps available for shim rings (0.01 ... 0.03 mm).

After determining the shim thickness (x), remove drive pinion.

Caution!
Note make of bearings - this is required to determine the
friction torque.

Remove rear outer bearing race and install with a shim (x) of the
appropriate thickness.

Install drive pinion with a new clamping sleeve (2).
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Immerse shaft seal in final drive oil and drive in flush with special
tool 33 1 270 in conjunction with special tool 00 5 500.

Press-fit input flange to the input shaft using special tool
23 1 300 but do not tighten down.
The axial preload force of drive pinion bearings (5000 N) can be
determined with help of the friction torque.

Gradually tighten down input flange with collar nut, measuring
friction torque at regular intervals.

Measure friction torque with special tool 00 2 000 and suitable
socket adapter,
refer to Technical Data.

Caution!
The relation between friction torque and preload force differs
depending on the make of bearings.
Refer to pinion bearing table for specified friction torque,
refer to Technical Data,
and add 20 Ncm for the new shaft seal.
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Install final drive, install side cover after marking with the
appropriate washers (1) and install new O-rings (2). Tighten
screws down evenly.
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data.

Backlash/tooth contact pattern adjustments
Secure special tool 00 2 500 (dial gauge holder) and measure
torsional face runout,
refer to Technical Data.

Caution!
The tooth contact pattern is always most important for a
perfectly adjusted pinion/crown wheel.

To check the tooth contact pattern, coat the crown wheel teeth
with printer's ink, turn in both directions several times and stop
crown wheel suddenly with a piece of hard wood.

A correction to torsional face runout,
refer to Technical Data,
and contact pattern is performed by changing the thickness of
both shims (1).
If backlash is too great, install a thinner shim on the crown wheel
end.
If backlash is too small, use a thicker shim on the crown wheel
end.
Axial displacement of the crown wheel of 0.01 mm signifies a
change in tooth flank clearance of 0.0076 mm.
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Caution!
The total of both shim thicknesses must not be altered.
If a thicker or thinner shim is required on the one side to
correct the tooth contact pattern, the other shim must also be
changed again to have the original total thickness - if not, the
friction torque of the bearings would be changed.
Determine friction torque differential bearings, described in
Replace bearings for final drive housing,
refer to 33 11 731.

Basic rules for contact pattern adjustment, as Replace drive
pinion with crown wheel,
refer to 33 12 ...

Extract old shaft seals with special tool 00 5 000 in conjunction
with pressure piece.

Installation:
Dip new shaft seals in final drive gear lube.

Drive in shaft seals with special tool 33 1 230 in conjunction
with special tool 00 5 500 up to stop.
Replace drive flange if the bearing surface is seriously scored.

Note:
The special tool 33 1 230 may have to be remachined on
account of the casting tolerances.
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Drive in new retaining plate with special tool 33 4 050 and
special tool 00 5 500.
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33 11 731 Replacing both bearings in final drive case
(Type K) - final drive removed -

Remove final drive,
refer to 33 10 010. 

Secure final drive to special tool 33 1 010.
Drain off fluid.
Take off case cover.

Installation:
Replace seal. Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 1AZ.

Topping up oil. Oil quantity, 
refer to Technical Data.
Oil grades,
refer to BMW Service Operating Fluids.

Press off drive flange with pry bar.

Mark bearing cap with punch marks and remove.

Caution!
In order to make friction torque adjustments easier, ensure
that the bearing caps and spacer discs are not mixed up.
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Remove complete differential case.

Caution!
Do not bend the pulse generator wheel.

Press pulse generator wheel off of differential case.

Caution!
Do not bend the pulse generator wheel.

Installation:
Press fit pulse alternator wheel using special tool 33 1 304.

Pull taper roller bearing off differential housing with special tool
33 1 300.
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Remove crown wheel (cold).

Installation:
Cold-press new taper roller bearing on using special tool
33 1 330.

Caution!
Always only use same make bearings for both.

Lift shaft seals out of both bearing caps.

Press off outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 350 and
special tool 33 1 351.

Caution!
Special tool 33 1 351 must engage in outer bearing race.
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Installation:
Press new outer bearing race in with special tool 33 1 373.

If only the differential bearings are being replaced, the drive
pinion can remain installed and the differential case is installed
without the ring gear for determination of shim thickness.

Caution!
Note make of bearings - this is required to determine the
friction torque.

Oil the new bearings well with differential oil,
refer to BMW Service Operating Fluids,
and allow to drip-drain.

Install side bearing caps marked with belonging shims (1), but at
first without O-rings (2).
Tighten down bearing cover screws on bevel gear end evenly.
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ.

The lubricant bores (1) always face up when the transmission is
installed correctly and this can be seen on the outside by way of
tab (2).
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The axial preload force of the differential housing bearing (4000
N) can be determined from the friction torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ.
Tighten bolts of second bearing cap uniformly only enough, that
the differential can still be turned easily.

On the side tightened down to Tightening Torque, install an
output flange and determine friction torque by means of a bracket
with welded nut (in-house manufacture) and special tool
00 2 000.
Turn friction torque meter at speed of approx. 50 rpm.

The friction torque level indicated in the final drive bearing table
should be achieved, but should not be exceeded,
refer to Technical Data.
If new shaft seals have already been installed, 20 Ncm must be
added for each seal in which an output shaft runs while
measuring.

If the specified friction torque is not achieved, although both
bearing covers are tightened down to specified Tightening
Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ.
a thinner shim must be installed on the side facing the crown
wheel and the measurement must be repeated.
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If the friction torque is reached, although the second bearing
cover has not yet been tightened to the specified torque,
refer to Technical Data
a thicker shim must be installed beside the crown wheel and the
measurement must be repeated.

To make it easier to discover the shim thickness, the gap
between shim and transmission case can be measured with a
feeler gauge and then added to the thickness used for the shim.
Example:
Second bearing cap not tightened (bolts screwed in uniformly).
Specified friction torque,
refer to Technical Data,
(e.g. 190 Ncm without shaft seal) achieved.

Gap measured with blade 0.20 mm

Used shim 1.40 mm

Install shim of thickness 1.60 mm

Install 1.60 mm thickness of shim and repeat measurement.

Remove differential.
Match side covers and shim of determined thickness, and do not
mix them up.
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Installation:
Clean tapped bores thoroughly (tapper).

Heat plate spring to max. 100 °C (thermo-chrome pin).
Mount crown wheel with two locally manufactured staybolts for
guiding.

Installation:
Install new bolts with Loctite No. 270. Tighten bolts in order
of 1 ... 8.

Note Tightening Torque and torsion angle,
refer to Technical Data 33 12 1AZ.

Installation:
Install differential with ring gear and pulse gear.

Install side cover after marking with the appropriate washers (1)
and new O-ring (2). Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ.

Adjusting torsional face runout/contact pattern:
 Secure special tool 00 2 500 (dial gauge holder) and measure
torsional face runout,
refer to Technical Data.

Caution!
The contact pattern is always the key to perfect adjustment of
a gear train,

refer to Basic Rules of Contact Pattern Adjustment.
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To check the tooth contact pattern, coat the crown wheel teeth
with printer's ink, turn in both directions several times and stop
crown wheel suddenly with a piece of hard wood.

Correction of torsional face runout and contact pattern is
performed by altering the thicknesses of both shims (1).
If backlash is too great, install a thinner shim on the crown wheel
end.
If backlash is too small, use a thicker shim on the crown wheel
end.
Axial displacement of the crown wheel of 0.01 mm signifies a
change in tooth flank clearance of 0.0076 mm.

Caution!
The total thickness of both shims may no longer be changed.

If a thinner or thicker shim is required to correct the tooth
contact pattern, the total thickness must be corrected with the
second shim, since otherwise the friction torque of bearings
would be changed again.

Installation:
Dip shaft seal in final drive oil.

Drive shaft seal firmly home with special tool 33 3 460 in
conjunction with special tool 00 5 500.
Replace drive flange if the bearing surface is seriously scored.

Installation:
Before fitting the drive flange, the round wire circlip (1) must
be placed in the groove of the differential housing in such a
way that both ends of the round wire circlip are recessed.
This prevents lateral bending of the ring.
Press in drive flange by hand and turn slightly until wire snap
ring is heard to engage.
Replace stretched round wire snap rings.
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33 11 731 Replacing both bearings on final drive
housing (Type M) - final drive removed -

Remove final drive, refer to pertinent model Repair
Instructions microfiche beginning with 1985 models,
refer to 33 10 010

Secure final drive to special tool 33 1 010.
Drain oil and remove housing cover.

Installation:
Replace seal.
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 1AZ.
Topping up oil.
Oil quantity, 
refer to Technical Data.
Oil grade,
refer to BMW Service Operating Fluids.

Remove complete final drive housing,
refer to 33 12 526.
Pry off drive flanges with a tire iron for this purpose.

Mark bearing cap with punch marks and remove.

Caution!
In order to make friction torque adjustments easier, ensure
that the bearing caps and spacer discs are not mixed up.
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Remove complete differential case.

Caution!
Do not bend the pulse generator wheel.

Press pulse generator wheel off of differential case.

Caution!
Do not bend pulse generator wheel (3).

Installation:
Press fit pulse generator wheel using special tool 33 1 358.

Pull taper roller bearing off differential housing with special tool
33 1 300.
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Remove crown wheel (cold).

Installation:
Cold-press new taper roller bearing on using special tool
33 1 020.

Caution!
Always only use same make bearings for both.

Lift shaft seals out of both bearing caps.

Press outer bearing race out with special tool 33 1 350 / 351.

Caution!
Special tool must engage in the bearing outer race.
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Installation:
Press in new outer bearing races in with special tool
33 1 365.

If only the differential bearings are being replaced, the drive
pinion can remain installed and the differential case is installed
without the ring gear to determine thickness of shims.

Caution!
Note make of bearings - this is required to determine the
friction torque.

Lubricate new bearings with approved final drive gear lube
thoroughly (refer to Operating Fluids) and let them drip dry.

Install side bearing caps as marked with corresponding shims (1),
but without O-rings (2) at first.
Uniformly tighten bearing cover screw on sides facing the crown
wheel side.
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ.

The differential bores (1) always face up when the differential is
installed correctly and this can be seen on the outside by way of
tab (2).
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The axial preload force of the differential housing bearing (4000
N) can be determined from the friction torque,
refer to Technical Data.
Tighten bolts of second bearing cap uniformly only enough, that
the differential can still be turned easily.

On the side tightened down to Tightening Torque, install an
output flange and determine friction torque by means of a bracket
with welded nut (in-house manufacture) and special tool
00 2 000.
Turn special tool at approx. 50/min.

The friction torque specified in the table for the final drive housing
mount should be achieved, but do not exceed this value,
refer to Technical Data.
If new shaft seals have already been installed, 20 Ncm must be
added for each seal in which an output shaft runs while
measuring.

If the specified friction torque is not achieved, although both
bearing covers are tightened down to specified Tightening
Torque,
refer to Technical Data,
a thinner shim must be installed on the side facing the crown
wheel and the measurement must be repeated.
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If the friction torque is reached, although the second bearing
cover has not yet been tightened to the specified torque,
refer to Technical Data
a thicker shim must be installed beside the crown wheel and the
measurement must be repeated.

To make it easier to discover the shim thickness, the gap
between shim and transmission case can be measured with a
feeler gauge and then added to the thickness used for the shim.

Example:
Second bearing cover not tightened (screws evenly hand-
tightened).
Friction torque, refer to Technical Data

Gap measured with blade 0.20 mm

Used shim 1.40 mm

Install shim of thickness 1.60 mm

and measure again.
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Remove differential.
Match side covers and shim of determined thickness, and do not
mix them up.

Installation:
Clean tapped bores thoroughly (tapper).

Heat plate spring to max. 100 °C (thermo-chrome pin).
Mount crown wheel with two locally manufactured staybolts for
guiding.

Install new bolts with Loctite No. 270. Tighten bolts in order of 1
... 10).
Tightening Torque and torsion angle,
refer to Technical Data 33 12 1AZ.

Install differential with crown wheel and pulse gear.
Install side cover after marking with the appropriate washers (1)
and new O-rings (2).
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data.
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Backlash/tooth contact pattern adjustments
Secure special tool 00 2 500 (dial gauge holder) and measure
torsional face runout,
refer to Technical Data.

Caution!
The tooth contact pattern is always most important for a
perfectly adjusted pinion/crown wheel.

Basic rules for contact pattern adjustment,
refer to 33 12 ...

To check the tooth contact pattern, coat the crown wheel teeth
with printer's ink, turn in both directions several times and stop
crown wheel suddenly with a piece of hard wood.

A correction to torsional face runout,
refer to Technical Data,
and contact pattern is performed by changing the thickness of
both shims (1).
If backlash is too great, install a thinner shim on the crown wheel
end.
If backlash is too small, use a thicker shim on the crown wheel
end.
Axial displacement of the crown wheel of 0.01 mm signifies a
change in tooth flank clearance of 0.0076 mm.

Caution!
The total thickness of both shims may no longer be changed.

If a thinner or thicker shim is required to correct the tooth contact
pattern, the total thickness must be corrected with the second
shim, since otherwise the friction torque of bearings would be
changed again.
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Installation:
Dip shaft seal in final drive oil.

Drive shaft seal firmly home with special tool 33 1 230 in
conjunction with special tool 00 5 500.
Replace drive flange if the bearing surface is seriously scored.

Note:
The special tool 33 1 230 may have to be remachined on
account of the casting tolerances.

Installation:
Place round wire snap ring (1) in the groove of the differential
case in such a manner that both ends of the round wire snap
ring are recessed in the groove, before installing the drive
flange.

This prevents lateral bending of the ring.
Press in drive flange by hand and turn slightly until wire snap ring
is heard to engage.
Replace stretched snap rings.
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33 14 520 Replacing complete locking differential
(Type M) - final drive removed -

Removing and installing final drive, included in Repair Manual
MF, model-dependent, from '85,
refer to 33 10 010.
Drain ATF.
Secure final drive to special tool 33 1 010 (retaining bracket).

Installation:
Add oil.
Oil volume, refer to Technical Data

Refer to Fluids and Lubricants for approved oil.

Take off case cover.

Installation:
Replace gasket.
Tightening torque, refer to Technical Data

Press off both drive flanges with a tire iron.

Installation:
Place round wire snap ring (1) in groove of differential case
prior to installation of the drive flange, that both ends are
recessed in the groove. This prevents lateral bending of the
ring.

Press in drive flange by hand and turn slightly until wire snap ring
is heard to engage.
Replace stretched snap rings.
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Installation:
Differential case bearings and backlash are adjusted with
shims (1).

Check O-ring (2), replace if necessary.

Caution!
Changing the total thickness of shims (1) will change the
friction torque value.

After adjustment of the friction torque, torsion face runout and
contact pattern must be readjusted,
refer to 33 12 551

Remove complete limited slip differential.

Installation:
Don't bend the pulse spider.

Press off pulse spider.

Installation:
Press fit pulse generator wheel with special tool 33 1 358
(union ring).

Remove crown wheel (cold).
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Press-fit new taper roller bearing to new final drive case with
limited-slip differential cold using special tool 33 1 003.

Caution!
Only use same make bearings for both bearings.
Note make - this information is required later to determine the
friction torque.

Lift shaft seals out of both bearing caps.

Press out outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 350
(extractor fixture) and special tool 33 1 351 (extractor star tool).

Caution!
Special tool must engage in the bearing outer race.

Installation:
Press-fit new bearing outer races with special tool 33 1 365
(pressure plate).
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If necessary, replace shaft seal for input flange,
refer to 33 11 021

If necessary input bevel gear,
refer to 33 12 551

Install new limited slip differential with new bearings.
Use both bearings of same make. Note make.

Lubricate new bearings with approved final drive gear lube
thoroughly (refer to Fluids and Lubricants) and let them drip dry.
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Install side bearing caps marked with belonging shims (1), but at
first without O-rings (2).
Evenly tighten bearing cover screws opposite the crown wheel,
Tightening torque, refer to Technical Data.

Installation:
Compensating bores (1), recognized on the outside tab (2),
always face up in installed position of transmission.

The axial preload force of the final drive mount (4000 N) can be
determined from the friction torque,
refer to Technical Data
Tighten bolts of second bearing cap uniformly only enough, that
the differential can still be turned easily.

On side opposite crown wheel, fit an output flange and determine
friction torque using a bracket with welded on nut (in-house
manufacture) and special tool 00 2 000 (friction torque gauge).
Turn friction torque meter at speed of approx. 50 rpm.
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The friction torque specified in the final drive mount table should
be achieved but not exceeded,
refer to Technical Data
If new shaft seals have already been fitted, 20 Ncm must be
added to each seal in which an output shaft rotates during the
measurement process.

If the specified friction torque is not achieved although both
bearing covers are at specified tightening torque,
refer to Technical Data
a thinner shim must be installed opposite the crown wheel and
the measurement must be repeated.

If the specified friction torque is reached although both bearing
covers are tightened to the specified tightening torque,
refer to Technical Data
a thicker shim must be installed opposite the crown wheel and
the measurement must be repeated.

To make finding the thickness of shims easier, the distance
between the shim and case can be measured with a feeler gage
blade and this value is then added to the thickness of the used
shims.
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Example:
Second bearing cover not tightened down (screws tightened
evenly).
Friction torque, refer to Technical Data

Gap measured with blade 0.20 mm

Used shim 1.40 mm

Install shim of thickness 1.60 mm

Measure again.

Remove differential case.
Arrange side covers and shims of determined thickness - don't
mix them up.

Installation:
Clean tapped bores thoroughly (tapper).

Heat plate spring to max. 100° C (thermo-chrome pin).
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Mount crown wheel with two locally manufactured staybolts for
guiding.

Install new bolts with Loctite No. 270. Tighten bolts in order of
1 ... 10.
Tightening torque and torsion angle,
refer to Technical Data

Install new limited slip differential with crown wheel and pulse
sender.
Install marked side bearing covers with corresponding washers
and new O-rings.
Tighten bearing cover screws evenly.
Tightening torque, refer to Technical Data

Secure special tool 00 2 500 (dial gauge holder) and measure
torsion flank clearance,
refer to Technical Data

Caution!
The contact pattern is always the indicator for perfect gear
adjustment,
refer to33 12 551
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To check the tooth contact pattern, coat the crown wheel teeth
with printer's ink, turn in both directions several times and stop
crown wheel suddenly with a piece of hard wood.

Correction of torsion clearance,
refer to Technical Data
and contact pattern is performed by altering the thickness of both
shims (1).
If backlash is too great, install a thinner shim on the crown wheel
end.
If backlash is too small, use a thicker shim on the crown wheel
end.

Axial displacement of the crown wheel of 0.01 mm signifies a
change in tooth flank clearance of 0.0076 mm.

Caution!
The total thickness of both shims may no longer be changed.
If a thicker or thinner shim was required to correct the tooth
contact pattern, the total thickness must be corrected with the
second shim, since otherwise the friction torque of the
bearings would be changed again.

Installation:
Dip new shaft seals in final drive gear lube.

Drive in shaft seal firmly with special tool 33 1 230 (impact
bush) in conjunction with special tool 00 5 500 (handle).
Note:
It is possible that the special tool 33 1 230 might have to be
reworked to compensate for casting tolerances on the side cover.
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33 13 611 Replacing differential bevel gears (Type K)
- final drive removed -

Remove final drive housing, contained in Replace drive
pinion with crown wheel,
refer to 33 12 551.

Press off pulse spider.

Installation:
Press on pulse alternator wheel with special tool 33 1 304
(union ring).

Remove crown wheel (cold).

Caution!
If the bearings are also replace, first install crown wheel after
determining friction torque determination - replace bearings
for differential,
refer to 33 11 731.

Installation:
Clean tapped bores thoroughly (tapper).

Heat plate spring to max. 100 °C (thermo-chrome pin).

Mount crown wheel with two locally manufactured staybolts for
guiding.

Caution!
Use new ring gear bolts.

Installation:
Tighten new bolts in order of 1 ... 8.
Tightening Torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 12 1AZ.
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Drive out key (9) and differential shaft (10).

Installation:
The bore in differential shaft (10) is countersunk on one end.

Drive in key (9) from this end.

Turn out differential pinion gears with drive flange.
Remove differential side gears with shims.

To gauge the shims, install both new differential side gears (1)
with disk springs (3) without shims (2).
Center differential side gears with the drive flange.

Install special tool 33 1 306 (pressure piece) on one side.
Screw in special tool 33 1 441 (threaded plate) with special tool
33 1 430 (screw).
Tighten special tool bolt to spread differential side gears so far
apart, that the drive flange can just barely be turned.
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Install differential pinion gears exactly opposite each other.
Move differential gears to installed position by turning drive
flange.
Remove special tools.

Drive in differential gear shaft.
Turn differential pinion gears with the drive flange and stop them
at the highest point of tooth mesh (hardest to turn).

For measurement operation, install special tool 33 1 441
(threaded plate) and special tool 33 1 431 (screw).
If applicable, open up thread plate slightly to make it easier to
insert the dial gage. Screw in bolt far enough, that the shaft gear
is on "block".

Secure special tool 33 1 420, 00 2 505 and 00 2 506 to
final drive housing.
Set dial gage on blocked shaft gear to zero with preload.
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Unfasten special tool 33 1 431 (screw).
Read off dial gauge, record value and allocate to one side, e.g.
side of crown wheel 0.36 mm.
Repeat measurement on opposite differential side gear and note
down value, e.g. 0.28 mm.

Remove differential side gears and diaphragm springs.

Caution!
Don't mix up differential side gears and diaphragm springs.

Measure plate spring with micrometer, record values and
allocate, e.g. crown wheel 1.16 mm, other side 1.18 mm.
Determine correct thickness of shim taking into account the
clearance of 0.02 ... 0.07 mm.

Example:

Ring gear end Opposite end

Plate spring thicknesses 1.16 mm

+ measured value 0.36 mm

Total 1.52 mm

- play 0.02 mm

1.50 mm
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Thickness of shim:
1.50 mm - 1.44 mm = 0.06 mm
Shims (2) are available in gage steps of 0.05 mm.

Install shims (2) of determined thickness.
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33 13 611 Replacing differential bevel gears (Type M)
- final drive housing removed -

Removing final drive housing: operation included in "Replacing
drive pinion with crown wheel",
refer to 33 12 551
Press off pulse spider.

Installation:
Press fit pulse generator wheel with special tool 33 1 358
(union ring).

Remove ring gear (cold).

Caution!
If bearings were replaced, do not install crown wheel until
after friction torque has been determined, similar to replacing
bearings on final drive housing,
refer to33 11 731.

Installation:
Clean tapped bores thoroughly (tapper).

Heat plate spring to max. 100° C (thermo-chrome pin).
Mount ring gear with two locally manufactured staybolts for
guiding.

Installation:
Install new screws with Loctite No. 270 and tighten down in
sequence (1 ... 10).
Tightening torque and torque angle,
refer to Technical Data
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Press out final drive shaft with special tool 33 1 470 (feed
mandrel) from countersunk side.
A = Pressing out direction
E = Pressing in direction

Turn out differential bevel gears with drive flange.
Remove differential side gears with diaphragm springs and
shims.

Install both differential side gears with diaphragm springs (1) and
shims (2).
Curved surface of diaphragm springs (1) faces differential case.
Center differential side gears with the drive flange.

Install special tool 33 1 306 (pressure piece) on one side.
Screw in special tool 33 1 441 (threaded plate) with special tool
33 1 430 (spindle).
Tighten special tool bolt to spread differential side gears so far
apart, that the drive flange can just barely be turned.
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Install differential pinion gears exactly opposite each other.
Move differential gears to installed position by turning drive
flange.
Remove special tools.

Procedure with Hydraulic Press:
Check that circlip (1) is in correct installed position.
Slide in feed mandrel from side without a circlip.

Place differential shaft with large opening on the feed mandrel
and press in.
The pressing-in force will increase strongle, when the circlip has
engaged.

Caution!
Stop the pressing-in step as soon as the force increases -
danger of shearing off the circlip.

Do not push back the differential shaft after installation.

Measuring Preload of Diaphragm Springs:
Install special tool 33 1 441 (threaded plate) and special tool
33 1 431 (screw).
Tighten bolt by hand.
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Secure dial gauge to final drive housing with special tool
33 1 420, 00 2 505 and 00 2 506.
Set dial gage on blocked shaft gear to zero with preload.

Tighten spindle until diaphragm springs are pressed flat.
Read dial gage. Loosen spindle.
Turn shaft gear and measure again at several points.
To ensure that the plate spring is not block-preloaded, clearance
of 0.03 ... 0.1 mm must be available.
The lower value would be ideal.
Repeat measurements on opposite shaft gear.

Excessive Clearance:
Install thicker shim.
Insufficient Clearance:
Install thinner shim.
Shims (2) are available in gage steps of 0.05 mm.
The opposite end is determined in the same manner.

Install shims (2) of determined thickness and diaphragm springs
(1).
Inside curved surfaces of diaphragm springs (1) face differential
case.
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Operation with special tool 00 8 500 (extractor fixture)
Check that circlip (1) is in correct installed position.
Slide in special tool 33 1 470 (feed mandrel) on the side
without circlip.

Place differential gear shaft with large opening on special tool
and press in until 1 to 2 cm of shaft is visible.

Fit special tool 00 8 500 (extractor fixture) to final drive basket.
Torque = 22 Nm
(threaded spindle diameters 18 mm and 20 mm)

Caution!
Lubricate center on differential gear shaft with oil before
application of the special tool.

Differential gear shaft must no longer be pushed back after
installation.
Always ensure that the last quarter of the torque (from approx.
17 Nm) is tightened at a uniform speed (i.e. smoothly and
evenly).
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To measure preload of plate springs, install special tool
33 1 441 (threaded plate) and spindle. Tighten spindle by hand.

Mount holder with dial gage.
Set dial gage to zero with preload.

Tighten spindle until diaphragm springs are pressed flat.
Read dial gage. Loosen spindle.
Turn shaft gear and measure again at several points.
To ensure that the plate spring is not block-preloaded, clearance
of 0.03 ... 0.1 mm must be available.
The lower value would be ideal.
Repeat measurements on opposite shaft gear.

Excessive Clearance:
Install thicker shim.
Insufficient Clearance:
Install thinner shim.
Shims (2) are available in gage steps of 0.05 mm.
The opposite end is determined in the same manner.
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Install shims (2) of determined thickness and diaphragm springs
(1).
Inside curved surfaces of diaphragm springs (1) face differential
case.
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33 12 551 Replacing drive pinion with crown wheel
(Type G) - final drive removed -

Remove final drive,
refer to 33 10 010.
Secure final drive to assembly frame with special tool 33 1 070.
Drain off fluid. Take off case cover.

Installation:
Tightening torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 1AZ.
Top up oil level,
refer to Technical Data.

Remove complete final drive housing.

Caution!
Mark out bearing cover: do not confuse shims.

Remove lockplate.
Unfasten nut (1) and brace with special tool 23 0 020.

Remove input flange with special tool 33 1 150.
Specified friction torque is indicated on the new drive pinion
bearing and friction torque of old bearing does not have to be
measured.
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Press out drive pinion.

Caution!
Be careful not to damage threads.

Extract front outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 350.
(1) Spreader
(2) Front bearing outer race
(3) Puller bell housing
(4) Bolt

Remove rear outer bearing race with special tool
33 1 360/351/362/356/363.

Caution!
The shim (X) is located below the rear outer bearing race. It
will be needed again for pinion/crown wheel adjustments.
Measure and note down thickness of shim (X), e.g. X = 4.14
mm.

Install old shim (X) in front of rear outer bearing race. Fit new
outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 354 / 362 / 363 / 360 /
365 / 366 / 367.
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Caution!
Drive pinions and crown wheels are paired for optimal
smooth running in special machines.
The pairing code (P) is inscribed electrically on the drive
pinion and crown wheel.
Never install crown wheel and drive pinion with different
pairing codes (P) together.

Press taper roller bearing onto new drive pinion with special tool
33 1 330.
The number applied with "+" or "-" is the deviation from basic
adjustment dimension C in hundredths of a millimetre and is used
for determining the correct thickness of shims.
Note number with prefix (add + e to C or subtract - e from C, refer
to example).
H = designation for Gleason gear

To calculate the correct shim (X), drive pinion is installed with
new taper roller bearings but without a clamping bush.

Install drive pinion in the rear bearing outer race.
Twist special tool 33 1 341 (reducer) onto drive pinion and pull
front taper roller bearing onto drive pinion with special tool
23 1 300 in conjunction with special tool 33 1 342 (spacer
bush).
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Mount input flange.
By tightening the collar nut, adjust friction torque of input taper
roller bearing to 250 Ncm.
Calculate thickness of shim (A).

Secure dial gauge to special tool 33 1 411, place on special
tool 33 1 412 and adjust dial gauge preload to  0 (zero).

Fitting special tool 33 1 412 to drive pinion. Install special tool
33 1 411 in housing.
Read value (Y) and note down e.g. Y = 0.60 mm.

Example:
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C = 18.50 mm (basic adjustment dimension for all Type G final drives)

B = 17.50 mm (special tool 33 1 412)

- / +e = coefficient of bevel gear e.g. - e 30

Y = measured distance e.g. 0.60 mm

X = old shim e.g 4.14 mm

A = thickness of correct shim

Establishing correct thickness of shim:
C nominal = C - e = 18.50 mm - 0.30 mm = 18.20 mm

C actual = B + Y = 17.50 mm + 0.60 mm = 18.10 mm

D (difference) = C nominal - C actual = 18.20 mm - 18.10 mm = +0.10 mm

A = X - D = 4.14 mm - (+0.10 mm) = 4.04 mm

The correct thickness for the shim is 4.04 mm. 

Caution!

If the difference (D) is positive, the old shim was this much too thick.

If the difference (D) is negative, the old shim was this much too thin.

The permitted tolerance for the shim (A) is derived from the available shim gauges which range from
0.01 ... 0.03 mm.
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Remove drive pinion and rear bearing outer race.
Press-fit correct thickness of shim (A) and outer bearing race.

Caution!
Do not install the drive pinion at this point, since it is first
necessary to measure and adjust the friction torque of the
new final drive housing bearing.

Press pulse generator wheel (3) off final drive housing.

Caution!
Do not bend the pulse generator wheel.

Installation:
Press on pulse alternator wheel with special tool 33 1 304
(union ring).
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Remove crown wheel (cold).

Installation:
Clean tapped bores thoroughly (tapper).
Heat plate spring to max. 100 °C (thermo-chrome pin).
Mount crown wheel with two locally manufactured staybolts
for guiding.

Install new screws with Loctite No. 270 and tighten down in
sequence (1 ... 10).
Tightening torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 12 1AZ.

Remove taper roller bearing from recesses on final drive housing
with standard extractor tool in conjunction with special tool
33 1 305 (pressure piece).

Installation:
Press-fit new taper roller bearing inner races cold with
special tool 33 1 003 (sleeve).
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Lift shaft seals out of both bearing caps.

Installation:
Dip new shaft seal in final drive oil.
Drive shaft seals firmly home with special tools 33 1 200
and 00 5 500.

Press out outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 350 / 351.

Caution!
Special tool must engage in the bearing outer race.

Installation:
Press in new outer bearing races with special tool 33 1 365
or 33 1 368 (pressure plate).

The following operations for determining friction torque of the final
drive housing bearing are only required if the bearing IS BEING
REPLACED.
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Determine friction torque of final drive housing bearing:
Install final drive housing with new crown wheel and new
bearings.
Coat bearing with approved final drive oil, refer to BMW Service
Operating Fluids.
Note designation on side bearing cover, and install with
appropriate shims (1), but without O-rings (2).
Tighten down screws on bearing cover beside bevel gear.
Tightening torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ.

Tighten screws on bearing cover beside bevel gear uniformly to
the point where the final drive is still just able to rotate.

Install an input flange on the bevel gear end.
Using a bracket with welded nut (in-house manufacture) and
special tool 00 2 000, calculate the friction torque.
Turn friction torque meter at speed of approx. 50 rpm.

The friction torque specified for the new final drive bearing kit
(+20 Ncm for every new shaft seal in which a shaft is rotating
during measurement) should be achieved but not exceeded.
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If the specified friction torque is not achieved although both
bearing covers have been tightened to the specified tightening
torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ,
a thinner shim must be installed at the crown wheel end and the
measurement must be repeated.

If the friction torque level is achieved even though the second
bearing cover has not been tightened to the specified tightening
torque, a thicker shim must be installed at the crown wheel end
and the measurement must be repeated.

To simplify calculation of the shim thickness, the distance
between shim and transmission case must be measured with a
feeler gauge and added to the shim thickness fitted.

Example:
Bearing cover at crown wheel end not tightened down (screws
tightened uniformly). Friction torque specified on bearing set
packaging 180 Ncm.
1 output flange fitted
New shaft seal = 20 Ncm
Measured friction torque = 200 Ncm
Gap measured with feeler gauge = 0.20 mm
Shim used = 1.40 mm
New shim = 1.60 mm
Install new shims, 1.60 mm gage, and repeat measurement.
Once the friction torque has been established, remove final drive
and mark shims used in bearing cover and transmission.
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Install bevel gear and shim:
Install drive pinion with a new clamping sleeve (2).
Drive in shaft seal and fit input flange.

Caution!
Gradually tighten the collar nut (1), measuring the friction
torque at regular intervals with special tool 00 2 000
(friction torque gauge). Tighten down the collar nut until the
friction torque value specified for the new taper roller bearing
plus 20 Ncm for the new shaft seal is reached.
The friction torque level should be reached but must not be
exceeded.
If friction torque value is exceeded, replace bushing (2) and
repeat measuring procedures.

Install final drive and bearing cover after marking the appropriate
shims (1) and installing new O-rings (2): then tighten screws
down evenly.
Tightening torque,
refer to Technical Data 33 11 2AZ.

Backlash/Tooth Contact Pattern Adjustment
Secure special tool 00 2 500 and measure torsional face
runout,
refer to Technical Data.

Caution!
The tooth contact pattern is always most important for a
perfectly adjusted pinion/crown wheel.
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To check the tooth contact pattern, coat the crown wheel teeth
with printer's ink, turn in both directions several times and stop
crown wheel suddenly with a piece of hard wood.

Correction of torsional face runout and contact pattern is
performed by altering the thicknesses of  both shims (1).
If backlash is too great, install a thinner shim on the crown wheel
end.
If backlash is too small, use a thicker shim on the crown wheel
end.
Axial displacement of the crown wheel of 0.01 mm signifies a
change in tooth flank clearance of 0.0076 mm.

Caution!
The total thickness of both shims must not be altered.

If a thinner or thicker shim is required to correct the tooth contact
pattern, the total thickness must be corrected with the second
shim, since otherwise the friction torque of bearings would be
changed again.
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33 12 551 Replacing input bevel gear and crown
wheel (Type M) - final drive housing
removed -

Removing and installing final drive, included in MF Workshop
Manual, model-dependent, from '85,
refer to 33 10 010.
Securing final drive to special tool 33 1 010 (retaining bracket).
Drain ATF. Take off case cover.

Installation:
Replace gasket.
Tightening torque, refer to Technical Data
Add oil.
Oil volume, refer to Technical Data
Refer to Fluids and Lubricants for approved oil.

Press off both drive flanges with a tire iron.

Installation:
Place round wire snap ring (1) in groove of differential case
prior to installation of the drive flange, that both ends are
recessed in the groove.
This prevents lateral bending of the ring.
Press in drive flange by hand and turn slightly until wire snap
ring is heard to engage.
Replace stretched snap rings.

Punch mark both bearing caps.
Unscrew and remove both bearing caps.

Caution!
Don't mix up bearing caps and spacers.
Secure spacers on bearing cap with a piece of wire, if
necessary.

Installation:
Tightening torque, refer to Technical Data
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Final drive housing bearings and backlash are adjusted with
shims (1).
Check O-ring (2), replacing if necessary.

Remove complete final drive housing.

Caution!
Don't bend the pulse spider.

Remove lockplate. 
Unfasten nut (1) and brace with special tool 23 0 020.

Remove input flange with special tool 33 1 150.
The specified friction torque for the new input bevel gear bearing
is indicated, 
refer to Technical Data 
The friction torque of old bearings does not have to be measured.
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Press out drive pinion.

Extract front bearing outer race with special tool 33 1 350
(fixture).
(1) Spreader
(2) Front bearing outer race
(3) Puller bell housing
(4) Pressure bolt

Extract rear outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 360
(fixture).
Puller consists of:
Special tool 33 1 351 (extractor head)
Special tool 33 1 362 (threaded spindle)
special tool 33 1 356 (support bridge)
Special tool 33 1 363 (pressure nut)

Caution!
Shim (X) is located underneath the rear bearing outer rac.
It will be needed again for pinion/crown wheel adjustments.

Caution!
Replace both drive pinion bearings, using only one make.
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Install old shim (X) in front of the rear bearing outer race.
Install new bearing outer races with special tool 33 1 360
(installation fixtur).
Puller consists of:
Special tool 33 1 373 (puller disc for front outer race)
Special tool 33 1 365 (puller disc for rear outer race)
Special tool 33 1 362 (threaded spindle)
Special tool 33 1 363 (pressure nut)
Special tool 33 1 354 (nut)

Press-fit new taper roller bearing inner race to new drive pinion
using special tool 33 1 020 (sleeve).

Caution!
Drive pinions and crown wheels are paired for optimal
smooth running in special machines.
The pairing code (P) is inscribed electrically on the drive
pinion and crown wheel.
Never install crown wheel and drive pinione with different
pairing codes (P) together.
H = Gleason hypoid teeth (helical shape).

The inscribed number with "+" or "-" is the deviation from basic
distance C in hundreths of millimeters and is required for
adjustment of the tooth contact pattern with shims.
+ e is added to C.
- e is subtracted from C.
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To determine the thickness of shim (X), install drive pinion with
new tapered roller bearings, but without bush.

Install drive pinion in the rear bearing outer race.
Press-fit front taper roller bearing to the drive pinion with special
tool 23 1 300 in conjunction with a spacer bush but do not
tighten down.

Mount input flange.
Gradually tighten collar nut, occasionally measuring friction
torque with special tool 00 2 000 (friction torque gauge) and
adjust with collar nut to 250 Ncm.

Block Distance of Drive Pinion
Secure dial gauge in special tool 33 1 481 (measuring fixture).
Place special tool 33 1 461 (measuring fixture) with dial gauge
on special tool 33 1 462 (measuring dics) and set dial gauge
with preload at zero.
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Fit special tool 33 1 462 (measuring disc) to drive pinion.
Install special tool 33 1 461 (measuring fixture) in housing.
Determine value Y.
Basic distance C = 11.50 mm
Gage thickness B = 9.50 mm

Examples for Determination of Correct Shim Thickness (X)

Example I:

C 11,50 mm

e + 0,10 mm

C nominal 11,60 mm
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Y measured on dial gage 1,90 mm

+ gage thickness B 9,50 mm

C actual 11,40 mm

C nominal 11,60 mm

C actual - 11.40 mm

a 0,20 mm

Master disc A 4,10 mm

- a 0,20 mm

Thickness of shim (X) 3,90 mm

If C nominal is greater than C actual, "a" is subtracted from
thickness of shim (X).

Example II:

C 11,50 mm

e - 0,10 mm
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C nominal 11,40 mm

Y measured on dial gage 2,20 mm

+ master disc thickness 9,50 mm

C actual 11,70 mm

C nominal 11,70 mm

C actual - 11,50 mm

a 0,20 mm

Master disc A 3,90 mm

- a 0,20 mm

Thickness of shim (X) 4,10 mm

If C Nominal is less than C Actual, "a" on the shim ring (x) is
added to the value.

The permitted tolerance for dimension (x) is derived from the
gage steps available for shim rings (0.01 ... 0.03 mm)
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Remove drive pinion and rear bearing outer race.
Press in shim (X) of determined thickness and bearing outer
race.

Caution!
Do not install the drive pinion at this point, since it is first
necessary to measure and adjust the friction torque of the
new final drive housing bearing.

Press pulse spider (3) off of final drive housing.

Caution!
Don't bend the pulse spider.

Installation:
Press fit pulse generator wheel with special tool 33 1 358
(pressure sleeve).

Remove crown wheel (cold).

Installation:
Clean tapped bores thoroughly (tapper).
Heat plate spring to max. 100° C (thermo-chrome pin).
Mount crown wheel with two locally manufactured staybolts
for guiding.
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Install new bolts with Loctite No. 270 and tighten in order of (1 ...
10)
Tightening torque and torque angle,
refer to Technical Data

Extract taper roller bearing on final drive housing with special tool
33 1 300 (extractor).

Installation:
Press-fit new taper roller bearing inner races cold with
special tool 33 1 003 (sleeve).

Lift shaft seals out of both bearing caps.
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Press out outer bearing race with special tool 33 1 350
(extractor fixture) and special tool 33 1 351 (extractor star tool).

Caution!
Special Tool must engage in the bearing outer race.

Installation:
Press-fit new bearing outer races with special tool 33 1 365
(pressure plate).

The following 12 steps can only be omitted, if the final drive
housing bearings were not replaced.
Install final drive housing with new crown wheel and new
bearings.
Lubricate bearings thoroughly with approved final drive gear lube
(refer to Fluids and Lubricants) and let them drip dry.

Install side bearing caps marked with belonging shims (1), but at
first without O-rings (2).
Evenly tighten bearing cover screws opposite the crown wheel.
Tightening torque, refer to Technical Data
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The compensating bore (1), recognized on the outside by tab (2),
always faces up in installed position of the transmission.

Determining Friction Torque of New final drive housing Bearings
Axial preload force of final drive housing bearings (4000 N) can
be determined with help of the friction torque,
refer to Technical Data
Tighten bolts of second bearing cap uniformly only enough, that
the differential can still be turned easily.

Install an output flange on the side opposite the crown wheel.
Determine friction torque using a bracket with welded on nut (in-
house manufacture) and special tool 00 2 000 (friction torque
gauge).
Turn friction torque meter at speed of approx. 50 rpm.

The friction torque specified in the final drive housing bearing
table should be reached, but not exceeded (refer to Technical
Data).
If new shaft seals have already been fitted, 20 Ncm must be
added to each seal in which an output shaft rotates during the
measurement process.
refer to Technical Data
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If the given friction torque is not reached, even though both
bearing caps are tightened to the correct tightening torque
(refer to Technical Data),
install a thinner shim opposite the crown wheel and repeat the
measuring procedures.

If the friction torque is reached, even though the second bearing
cap has not yet been tightened to the correct thightening torque 
(refer to Technical Data),
a thicker shim must be used on the crown wheel end and the
measuring procedures repeated.

To make finding the shim thickness easier, the distance between
the shim and case can be measured with a feeler gage blade and
added to the thickness of the used shim.

Example:
Second bearing cap not tightened (bolts screwed in uniformly)
Specified friction torque reached and shaft seals not yet installed,
refer to Technical Data.
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Gap measured with blade 0,20 mm

Used shim 1,40 mm

Install shim of thickness 1,60 mm

Install new shims, 1.60 mm gage, and repeat measurement.

Remove differential for installation of the drive pinion.
(If final drive housing bearings were not replaced, procedures can
be continued from this point.)

Caution!
Match side covers ad corresponding shims of determined
thickness; don't mix them up.

Install drive pinion with a new clamping sleeve (2).

Immerse shaft seal in final drive oil and drive home flush with
special tool 33 1 270 in conjunction with special tool 00 5 500
(handle).
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Press-fit input flange to the input shaft using special tool
23 1 300 but do not tighten down.
The axial preload force of drive pinion bearings (5000 N) can be
determined with help of the friction torque.

Tighten input flange with the collar nut in steps, measuring the
friction torque after each step.

Measure friction torque with special tool 00 2 000 and suitable
socket head,
refer to Technical Data.

Caution!
The relation between friction torque and preload force differs
depending on the make of bearings.
Take specified friction torque from the pinion bearing table
and add 20 Ncm,
refer to Technical Data.

Install differential. Install side covers as marked with
corresponding washers (1) and new O-rings (2). Tighten bolts
uniformly.
Tightening torque, refer to Technical Data
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Backlash/Tooth Contact Pattern Adjustment
Attach special tool 00 2 500 (dial gauge holder) and measure
torsional face runout,
refer to Technical Data

Caution!
The tooth contact pattern is always most important for a
perfectly adjusted pinion/crown wheel.

To check the tooth contact pattern, coat the crown wheel teeth
with printer's ink, turn in both directions several times and stop
crown wheel suddenly with a piece of hard wood.

Correction of torsion clearance,
refer to Technical Data
and contact pattern is performed by altering the thickness of both
shims (1).
If the backlash is too large, install a thinner shim on the crown
wheel end.
If backlash is too small, use a thicker shim on the crown wheel
end.
Axial displacement of the crown wheel of 0.01 mm signifies a
change in tooth flank clearance of 0.0076 mm.

Caution!
The total thickness of both shims must not be changed.

If a thinner or thicker shim is required to correct the tooth contact
pattern, the total thickness must be corrected with the second
shim, since otherwise the friction torque of bearings would be
changed again.

Installation:
Dip new shaft seals in final drive gear lube.

Drive shaft seal firmly home with special tool 33 1 230 (impact
bush) in conjunction with special tool 00 5 500 (handle).
Replace drive flange if the bearing surface is seriously scored.

Note:
It is possible that the special tool 33 1 230 might have to be
reworked to compensate for casting tolerances on the side
cover.
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Drive in new retaining plate with special tool 33 4 050 and
special tool 00 5 500 (handle).
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VK-23/Viets Baugruppe/Group: 33

33 02 95 (007)

weltweit
All countries

11/1995

Final drive fluids changeover

All models with option 209

Subject: A new approved fluid is being made available for all final drives with limited-slip differential
(option 209) in connection with the introduction of the Z3 Roadster. The new fluid is called
"BMW Hinterachsgetriebeöl Synthetik
MSP/A" (BMW final drive fluid synthetic MSP/A) and it will replace "BMW
Hinterachsgetriebeöl MSP" (BMW final drive fluid MSP). 

Effect: It is not permitted under any circumstances to fill up the final drive on a Z3 Roadster with
limited-slip differential with MSP fluid. It is imperative  that MSP/A is used in this instance,
as if the wrong type of fluid is used, creaking noises can be heard when the vehicle is in
motion. 

Procedure: The final drives should be filled with the prescribed fluid.

Any MSP fluid dealers may still have can be used up on any model except for the Z3
Roadster.

Parts: Hypoid fluids for final drives with plate-design self-locking limited-slip differential

- BMW final drive fluid synthetic MSP/A

55 l barrel 83 22 9 407 870

205 l barrel 83 22 9 407 871

- Castrol SAF-XJ

- Veedol SAF 44
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33 13 Differential E34

Friction torque on differential casing bearings (both),
according to differential type (see front) and
bearing manufacturer.

Note:

Thouroughly lubricate bearings with differential lubricant,

allow excess to drip off.

Type K FAG Nm 1.18 - 2.62

Type K SKF Nm 1.20 - 2.40

Type K Timken Nm 1.28 - 2.60

Type K Koyo Nm 1.20 - 2.62

Type M FAG Nm 1.10 - 2.44

Type M SKF Nm 1.00 - 2.00

Type M Timken Nm 0.70 - 2.56

Type M Koyo Nm 1.40 - 2.60

Type G Timken Nm 1.80 - 3.80

Type G Koyo Nm 1.40 - 3.40
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33 12 Drive Pinion and Backlash E34

Backlash mm 0.06 to 0.14 (0.0024 to 0.0055)

Backlash

Vehicles with M60 B40

mm 0.04 ... 0.10

Ring gear installing temperature °C 80 ... 100

Max. input flange radial runout max. mm 0.07

Approx. shaft seal friction torque approx. Nm 0.20
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33 14 Final Drive with Limited Slip Differential E34

Slip torque with one differential side gear held tight and
one driven (plates lubricated with approved final drive
gear lube)

Nm 50 ... 75

Optional outer plate thickness mm 1.9 / 2.0 / 2.1

Inner plates mm 2.0
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